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ABSTRACT: The multi-hop wireless networks always having security problems, the network traffic causes the attacks in inside attackers and outside attackers, to avoid those attacks by using navel network coding. Coding and mixing operation was encouraged in intermediate nodes. Data splitting and transmitting is done in network coding algorithm. The proposed scheme provides the packet flow intractability and message content confidentiality is ensured by threshold secret sharing algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless access networks, such as Wi-Fi, have been widely deployed due to their convenience, portability, and low cost. However, they still suffer inherent shortcomings such as limited radio coverage, poor system reliability, and lack of security and privacy. Multi-hop Wireless Networks (MWNs) are regarded as a highly promising solution for extending the radio coverage range of the existing wireless networks, and they can also be used to improve the system reliability through multi-path packet forwarding.

In addition, some advanced attacks, such as traffic analysis and flow tracing, can also be launched by a malicious adversary to compromise users’ privacy, including source anonymity and traffic secrecy. In this paper, we focus on the privacy issue, i.e., how to prevent traffic analysis/flow tracing and achieve source anonymity in MWNs. Among all privacy properties, source anonymity is of special interest in MWNs. Source anonymity refers to communicating through a network without revealing the identity or location of source nodes. Preventing traffic analysis/flow tracing and provisioning source anonymity are critical for privacy aware MWNs, such as wireless sensor or tactical networks.

In this paper, we seek to bring new insights and efficient solutions to the problem of maximizing information flow rates (or throughput) in undirected data networks. We first illustrate the power of network coding with respect to achieving maximum throughput. Although previous directions of computing the maximum multicast rates involve solving NP-complete problems, the maximum multicast rates and the corresponding optimal multicast strategy can indeed be computed efficiently in polynomial time, with the unique incurable property of information flows considered. We provide a natural linear programming formulation of the maximum throughput problem, with a polynomial number of variables and constraints. By applying relaxation on the primal linear program (LP), we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for multicast rate feasibility in undirected networks, from a distance labelling perspective.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Navel network coding

The Unlike other packet-forwarding systems, network coding allows intermediate nodes to perform computation on incoming messages, making outgoing messages be the mixture of incoming ones. This elegant principle implies a plethora of surprising opportunities, such as random coding [10]. As shown in Fig. 2, whenever there is a transmission opportunity for an outgoing link, an outgoing packet is formed by taking a random combination of packets in the current buffer.
An overview of network coding and possible applications has been given. In practical network coding, source information should be divided into blocks with \( h \) packets in each block. All coded packets related to the \( k \)th block belong to generation \( k \) and random coding is performed only among the packets in the same generation. Packets within a generation need to be synchronized by buffering for the purpose of network coding at intermediate nodes. Consider an acyclic network \((V, E, c)\) with unit capacity, i.e., \( c(e) = 1 \) for all \( e \in E \), meaning that each edge can carry one symbol per unit time, where \( V \) is the node set and \( E \) is the edge set. Assume that each symbol is an element of a finite field \( \mathbb{F}_q \).

Consider a network scenario with multicast sessions, where a session is comprised of one source and \( k \) generation. Each generation need to be synchronized by buffering for the purpose of network coding at intermediate nodes. Let \( M(s, T) \) be the multicast capacity, and \( x \) be the symbols to be delivered from \( s \) to \( T \). For each outgoing edge \( e \) of a node \( v \), let \( y(e) \in \mathbb{F}_q \) denote the symbol carried on \( e \), which can be computed as a linear combination of the symbols \( y(e') \) on the incoming edges \( e' \) of node \( v \), i.e., \( y(e) = \sum e' \beta(e') (e'y(e')) \).

The coefficient vector \( (\vec{c}) = [\vec{c}^T \vec{1}] \) is called Local Encoding Vector (LEV). By induction, the symbol \( (\vec{c}) \) on any edge \( \vec{c} \in \vec{c} \) can be computed as a linear combination of the source symbols \( \vec{1} \), i.e., \( (\vec{c}) = \sum \vec{c} = \vec{1} (\vec{c}) \).

In general, each packet can be considered as a vector of symbols \( y(e) = [y(1(e), y(M(e))]. \) By likewise grouping the source symbols into packets \( x = [xl1, xlM] \), the above algebraic relationships carry over to packets. To facilitate the decoding at the sinks, each message should be tagged with its GEV \( g(e) \), which can be easily achieved by prefixing the \( i \)th source packet \( x_i \) with the \( i \)th unit vector \( u_i \). Then, each packet is automatically tagged with the corresponding GEV, since \( [g(e), y(e)] = \vec{c} \beta(e') (e'[g(e'), y(e')]) = \sum x_i = 1 g_k(e)[u_i x_i] \). The benefit of tags is that the GEVs can be found within the packets themselves, so that the sinks can compute \( G_t \) without knowing the network topology or packet-forwarding paths. Nor is it a side channel required for the communication of \( G_t \). Actually, the network can be dynamic, with nodes and edges being added or removed in an ad hoc way. The coding arguments can be time varying and random.

### B. Homomorphic Encryption Functions

Homomorphic Encryption Functions (HEFs) have the property of homomorphism, which means operations on plaintext Fig. 3. Attack model: (a) outside attacker; (b) inside attacker. can be performed by operating on corresponding
cipher text. If $E$ is a HEF, $(x+y)$ can be computed from $(x)$ and $(y)$ without knowing the corresponding plaintext $x$ and $y$. To be applicable in the proposed scheme, a HEF $E$ needs to satisfy the following properties:

1) **Additively**: Given the cipher text $(x)$ and $(y)$, there exists a computationally efficient algorithm $A(E(x), E(y))$ such that $E(x+y) = A(E(x), E(y))$. 2) **Scalar Multiplicatively**: Given $(x)$ and a scalar $t$, there exists a computationally efficient algorithm $M(t,x)$ such that $E(x,t) = M(t,E(x))$. Actually, the scalar multiplicatively can be deduced from the additively, since $(x) = (\sum_{i=1}^{t} x)$.

Cryptosystems are of such an additive HEF, where the addition on plaintext can be achieved by performing a multiplicative operation on the corresponding ciphertext, i.e., $(x1 + x2) = (x1)(x2)$. Further, the following two equations can be easily derived: $(.) = E(x)E(\Sigma tx_{i}t_{i}) = \prod_{i} t_{i}E(x)$.

C. Threshold secret sharing algorithm

Since the previous SSS has been defined on smaller fields, prime numbers or finite fields, $GF$, in our paper, we use the fast algorithm of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), which is originally used to transfer from one domain to another. FFT is used heavily in signal and image digital processing, forensic science, interpolation and decimation, linear estimation, pattern recognition, and many other applications [22,23]. In our paper we use it for secret distribution and sharing.

---

**Fig 2.** Homomorphic encryption on packet tags.

---

**Fig 3:** Generates linear system of equations
Time to live (TTL) or hop limit is a mechanism that limits the lifespan or lifetime of data in a computer or network. TTL may be implemented as a counter or timestamp attached to or embedded in the data. Once the prescribed event count or timespan has elapsed, data is discarded. In computer networking, TTL prevents a data packet from circulating indefinitely. In computing applications, TTL is used to improve performance of caching or to improve privacy.

### III. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The proposed scheme can provide privacy preservation by means of resisting traffic analysis/flow tracing attacks such as size correlation, time correlation, and message content correlation. Size correlation can be naturally prevented since each message is trimmed to be of the same length in network coding based schemes. Time correlation can be effectively resisted by the inherent buffering technique [18] of network coding. Let the time length of buffering periods be $T_b$ and the average arrival rate of coded packets be $\lambda$. The time correlation attack can succeed only when exactly one packet arrives in the buffering period $T_b$, since zero packets make the attack meaningless and more than one packet can induce the “mixing” operation, making time correlation useless. If coded packets arrive following the Poisson distribution, the probability of a successful time correlation attack can be given as follows:

$$\Pr(1, \lambda, T_b) = \lambda T_b e^{-\lambda T_b}.$$  

(4)

From Eq. (4), it can be seen that the probability decreases exponentially with the time period $T_b$. On the other hand, the transmission delay increases linearly with the time period $T_b$. In practice, we can adaptively adjust parameter $T_b$ according to the security and delay requirements.

Message content correlation can be resisted by the “mixing” feature of network coding. With the assistance of HEF, GEVs are kept confidential to eavesdroppers, making it difficult for adversaries to perform linear analysis on GEVs. In addition, HEF keeps the random coding feature, making the linear analysis on message content almost computationally impossible. Let the number of intercepted packets be $w$. The computational complexity for attackers to examine if a packet is a linear combination of messages is $(\delta^3 + \delta^2)$ in terms of multiplication, where $\delta$ is the length of message content in terms of symbols. Thus, the computational complexity to analyze the intercepted $w$ packets is $O(w(\delta^3 + \delta^2))$, which increases exponentially with $w$. It can be seen that, compared with the previous network coding schemes, the proposed scheme significantly enhances privacy preservation in terms of computational complexity, which makes the traffic analysis attacks almost impossible. In the source encoding phase, we apply HEFs to GEVs after (instead of before) linear encoding. From security perspective, this choice is more secure since independent random factors can be chosen for each encryption operation, and these random factors can bring more randomness to the cipher text of GEVs and make content correlation more difficult. From performance perspective, it is argued that source encoding may be more lightweight if HEFs are applied before linear coding and independent random factors are only chosen for different GEV elements. This argument is not proper since, for each new GEV element, linear coding after
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient neural network coding based on achieving maximum multicast throughput and flow tracing in multi-hop wireless networks. The lightweight homomorphic encryption. The proposed scheme offers two significant privacy-preserving features, packet flow intractability and message content confidentiality, which can efficiently thwart traffic analysis/flow tracing attacks. The threshold secret sharing Algorithm provides such a mechanism for secure routing. The quantitative analysis and simulative evaluation show that the proposed scheme can efficiently thwart traffic analysis/flow tracing attacks. The threshold secret sharing Algorithm provides such a mechanism for secure routing.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient neural network coding based on achieving maximum multicast throughput and flow tracing in multi-hop wireless networks. The lightweight homomorphic encryption. The proposed scheme offers two significant privacy-preserving features, packet flow intractability and message content confidentiality, which can efficiently thwart traffic analysis/flow tracing attacks. The threshold secret sharing Algorithm provides such a mechanism for secure routing. The quantitative analysis and simulative evaluation show that the proposed scheme can efficiently thwart traffic analysis/flow tracing attacks. The threshold secret sharing Algorithm provides such a mechanism for secure routing.
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